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Durbuy

Durbuy

Nestled in the meanders of the Ourthe River, Durbuy is called the
smallest town in the world. Its old stones and cobbled streets, the
old ramparts encircled by nature give it an irresistible romantic
charm.
The town shelters in its historic heart a maze of small winding
pedestrian streets lined with old buildings. Among the must-sees:
the Topiary Park, the ‘anticline’ rock and its water point, the
rocky outcrop on which the castle rests...
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The local gastronomy, with the crayfish in the spotlight, will
delight your taste buds as the speciality dish on tables of the
many restaurants in town.. The more athletic or adventurous can
enjoy a bike tour and the adrenaline-fuelled Adventure Valley
Durbuy Park.
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Durbuy Tourist Office
Place aux Foires 25 • 6940 Durbuy
+32(0)32 86 21 24 28 • durbuytourisme.be

Public transport
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Practical information

Barvaux station (5 km)
Bus 11a

Where To Stay
Hotel Victoria

Hotel La Librairie

In the heart of the pedestrian area of the

old town, the
3* hotel has thirteen contemporary-style rooms. The
speciality of the house is a wood-fired barbecue area in
a friendly atmosphere, all year round. A cosy garden and
a sunny terrace are two other assets of this charming
establishment.

In the centre, this comfortable 2* hotel offers charming,
comfortable rooms with a view of the castle and the
Ourthe River. Its stone walls, overhanging terrace and
copious breakfast buffet add to the allure.
Rue du Comte Théodule d’Ursel 20 • 6940 Durbuy
dormiradurbuy.be

Rue des Récollectines 4 • 6940 Durbuy
maisoncardinael.be

Sunclass Durbuy (Bungalows)
3 km from Durbuy, the park labelled ‘3 oaks’, synonymous
with escape and tranquillity is ideal for all ages. The
independent bungalows are surrounded by a private
space in a forest setting with many activities for everyone.
Rue d’Andenne 20 • 6940 Durbuy
sunclassdurbuy.com

Adventure Valley (Theme Park accommodation)
Discover the varied accommodation choices in this
adventure park: hotels, vacation homes, glamping,
packages for groups, companies or families with
or without meals, unusual accommodation, to suit
everyone’s needs.
Rue de Rome 1 • 6940 Durbuy
adventure-valley.be

Domaine Le Val de l’Aisne (Campsite)
You’ll fall in love with this 3* family campsite located
15 km from Durbuy and which camping pitches,
chalets, increasingly popular glamping and unusual
accommodation (caravans, pod spheres, log tents or
suspended tents). All this on the edge of the peaceful
Aisne River. Dog friends are welcome there.
Rue du T.T.A. 1 a • 6997 Blier (Erezée)
levaldelaisne.be

Aux Saveurs d’Enneille (Guest house)
A 3 ‘Epis‘ rated guest house in an old farmhouse dating
from the 18th century, completely restored and located
in a small hamlet 8 km from Durbuy. In a green setting
overlooking the Ourthe river, you’ll be aware of the
five generations who have lived here before and their
influence in the rooms and décor. Personalized cycling or
hiking trips can be organized on request.
Grande-Enneille 22 • 6940 Enneille (Durbuy)
auxsaveursdenneille.be
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What to See and Do
1

Old Town
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Nestled in the meanders of the Ourthe River, this charming and
romantic little town has preserved the witnesses of its past:
cobbled and winding streets, solid stone buildings topped with
a castle... The old town of Durbuy provides a getaway in the
authenticity of the Belgian Ardennes.
Tourist Office
Place aux Foires 25 • 6940 Durbuy
durbuytourisme.be
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Anticlinal - The Rock of Omalius

This huge rock located in the heart of Durbuy contributes to
its fame. This limestone massif, also called ‘Roche à la Falize’
is a true natural splendour, which reveals different geological
layers. It is highlighted by a body of water and plays of lights
and waterfalls. It is one of the representative sites of the
‘UNESCO Famenne Ardenne Geopark’.
Anticlinal de Durbuy
Chemin Touristique • 6940 Durbuy
durbuytourisme.be

Parc des Topiaires (Topiary Park)
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This one-hectare garden located on the edge of the Ourthe
River is one of the most amazing places in the city. Topiaries
are actually trees cut and sculpted into various shapes. You
will find mermaids, elephants and even crocodiles among the
250 plant sculptures in the park. The park terrace and café,
meanwhile, offer a great view over all the figurines.

Historical and Gourmet walks

The local tourist office regularly offers historical and gourmet
walks through the old town. With a guide in tow, you will have
the opportunity to meander through the alleys, making taste
stops with local producers and traders.
Place aux Foires 25 • 6940 Durbuy
durbuytourisme.be

Rue Haie Himbe 1 • 6940 Durbuy
topiaires.be
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Adventure Valley
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Château fort de Logne (Castle and Museum)

In an exceptional natural setting, this recreational park
combines nature and adventure. The Adventure Valley offers
a host of indoor and outdoor activities suitable for all ages:
kayaking, climbing, cycling, caving as well as laser game and
bowling…

In the village of Vieuxville-Ferrières, in the heart of the
Domaine de Palogne, you will have a memorable day with the
family between the Château Fort de Logne, its museum and its
medieval space. They house remarkable collections of objects
discovered on the site testifying to life in the castle.

Rue de Rome 1 • 6940 Durbuy
adventure-valley.be

Route du Pâlogne 6 • 4190 Ferrières
palogne.be
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Find out more at:
visitwallonia.be/en/durbuy

Wéris Megaliths

The alignments of megaliths of Wéris, offer a disconcerting
landscape of haunting dolmens. These dolmens date back to
3000 BC. At the House of Megaliths, a museum tells the story
of these strange monuments. Wéris,- one of the ‘Most Beautiful
Villages of Wallonia’, further adds to the interest of the site.
Place Arsène Soreil 7 • 6940 Durbuy
megalithes-weris.be
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